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CHAPTER 3

BRAIN AND BEHAVIOR

With the exception of study and review questions and occasional explan-
atory materiai, thc following material was taken from the indicated
sources.

Part 1: Behavior and the two halves of the brain

From Sperry, R.W. and Gazzaniga, M.S' Language
following surgical disconnection of the hemispheres.
In C.J. Milliken and F.L. Darley (Eds.), Brain Mech-
anisms Underlying Speech and Language. New
York: Grune & Stratton, Inc., 1967. Reprinted by
permission of Grune & Stratton, Inc.

Part 2: Brain Damage and Language Deficit

From Skinner, B.F. Verbal Behavior. New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1957. Reprinted by per-
mission of Prentice-Hall,Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
Some of this material also reflects studies of aphasic
patients conducted by M' Sidman, L.T. Stoddard,
J.P. Mohr, P.B. Rosenberger, and J. Leicester'

What people do is related not only to the world around
them but to the world within them as well. Correlated with
our external behavior are the activities of sense organs,
muscles, glands, nerves, and other body organs. Our brain,

PART 1: BEHAVIOR AND THE TWO HALVES OF THE BRAIN-
M. SIDMAN

Behavior is directly observable and, with appropriate recording techniques,
quantifiable----exactly measurable. So are the discriminative and reinforcing stimuli
that control behavior. But the brain, locked in the skull, is rarely available for direct
observation. How is it possible to find out anything about the relations between
brain and behavior?

Nonhuman animals have been a major source of information about the struc-
ture and function of the brain. Implanted electrodes can deliver tiny electric currents
to the brain of animals, and this technique has yielded the fascinating discovery
that stimulation of certain parts of the brain is reinforcing.In addition to stimulating
the brain, it is also possible with those same electrodes to record the electrical
activity in portions of the animal's brain, and thereby to find out what regions are
active during certain kinds of stimulation, and while the animal is performing
certain kinds of behavior. It is also possible to stimulate the brain of lower animals
with chemicals, and thereby gain additional understanding of the processes that
change as behavior changes.

Another avenue of approach is surgery. It is possible to remove, or ablate,
selected portions of the brain, or to disconnect one area from the rest. In living
animals, behavioral testing before and after surgery has provided the largest body
of knowledge about relations between brain and behavior. Autopsy-surgery after
the animal has died-has taught us much about the way the brain is constructed.

because of its complexity and its obvious involvement in

almost everything we do, has challenged our curiosity for

centuries. Chapter 3 will introduce some basic and partic-

ularly interesting relations between brain and behavior.
Some of the most startling discoveries about the way

the brain influences human behavior have occurred as the
result of work done by Sperry and Gazzaniga with patients
who underwent a particular type of brain surgery. In Part
1, Sidman describes the techniques used by these investi-
gators and some of the conclusions they were able to draw
from their studies. In Part 2. Sidman discusses one of the
most human of all types of behavior, language, and relates
some aspects of a behavioral formulation of language to
the kinds of language disturbances produced by brain dam-
age. This is an area in which many unsolved problems still
exist. By interweaving behavioral principles, investigative
techniques, and experimental findings, we hope to provide
you with some of the tools for understanding and evaluating
work in this area of psychology, and perhaps to provide
some of you with the incentive to go more deeply into the
subject.

What are five basic techniques for
ob t ai ning inform at i on from I ow e r
animals about the structure and

function of the brain?
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BRAIN AND BEHAVIOR

2. From what group of people has
most of our information about
human brain-behavior relations
come? Wat are the two general
sources of human brain damage?
Vt/hat are some examples of each?

3. How many brains does each
human possess? Wat names are
they given? Comment on their
structurul similarity and indepen-
dence. How does information get

from one to the other?

4. Which hemisphere controls move-
ment of (a) the right and (b) the
left side of the body? Pl/hat is one
source of information about this
control?

5. Define cortex, and contralateral
control. Describe one source of
evidence for cont ral at e/al cont rol.

64

How can we possibly learn anything about thehuman brain and its relation
to behavior? Most of our information about human brain-behavior relations has
come from studies of brain-damaged people. Human brain damage arises from two
general sources. One major source involves events like strokes (blocking of blood
vessels that nourish the brain, or excessive bleeding), tumors, blows to the head,
inherited malfunctions, and failure of parts of the brain to grow properly. Some of
these problems are treatable by surgery, drugs, radiation, and other methods, but
often they are untreatable because of the narrow scope of our understanding of
brain function, because of the limited techniques available for diagnosis, and because
it is difficult to get at certain parts of the brain without damaging other important
regions. The second major source of human brain damage is surgical opiration,
performed to remove tumors of the brain, to cure epilepsy and other convulsive
disorders, to stop hemorrhages (excessive bleeding), to remove foreign bodies (bul-
lets and such), and, when the patient's grave condition warrants the risk. to identifv
visually the cause of that condition.

Because of our incomplete understanding of brain function, and the primitive
state of our techniques, the occurrence of brain disease or its attempted alleviation
through surgery often leaves us with a feeling of hopeless compassion for the suf-
ferer. Yet, because of our inadequate knowledge, each person who suffers brain
damage, whatever its source, is in a position to contribute to our understanding by
participating as a subject in research. The opportunity to study one will permii us
to help others. What follows is a description of some of the ways such unfortunate
sufferers of brain damage have made important contributions to our understanding
of some particularly human brain-behavior relations.

Before looking at some of the things we have learned from brain-damaged
people, you should know a few facts about the human brain. First, we do not have
just one brain-we have two. Both are situated within the same skull, but one is
on the left side and the other is on the right-the left and right cerebral hemispheres.
Although structural differences are beginning to be recognized, the two cerebral
hemispheres are for all practical purposes mirror images of each other. Each struc-
ture on the left side has its counterpart on the right, just like our arms, legs, eyes,
and ears. Normally, however, the two brains are not independent. They are con-
nected to each other by bundles of nerve fibers, or tracts,which transmit information
from one hemisphere to the other.

Although the two sides look alike, they do not function in eXactly the same
way in controlling our movements and in receiving information from our environ-
ment. For example, certain "motor areas" in our left hemisphere control the move-
ments of our right arm and leg; corresponding areas in the right hemisphere control
our left arm and leg. This is also true of lower animals. How do we know this is
true in people? One source of information has been through direct elcctrical stim-
ulation of the human brain during brain surgery. Fortunately, we feel no pain when
the surface of our brain is touched, stimulated electrically, or even cut. Once the
skin and outer membranes have been anesthetized-made insensitive to pain-it is
possible to carry out brain surgery on conscious, fully awake patients. Thus, in the
course of necessary surgery, it becomes possible also to gain additional information
about the way the brain works.

When the surgeon stimulates a specific place on the surface, or corlex, of the
left side of the brain, he observes a movement on the patient's right side; likewise,
if he stimulates the cortex of the brain on the right side, movements occur on the
left side of the body. This is called, contralateral control; each half of the brain
controls movements on the opposite, or conffalateral, side of the body.
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BRAIN AND BEHAVIOR

Evidence for contralateral control in people also comes from certain instances

of brain damage. For example, if a major blood vessel that normally nourishes the

motor area in the left hemisphere is blocked, the person will be paralyzed on the

right side of his body, Paralysis on the left side occurs when motor areas in the

right hemisphere are destroyed. Thus, movement on one side of the body can be

produced by stimulating the contralateral side of the brain, or such movement can

L" p."u"nt.d by destruction of the appropriate area on the contralateral side o[ the

brain.
A similar relation exists between the brain and certain kinds of environmental

stimulation. For example, when we touch something with our left hand, signals are

sent to our right hemisphere. Similarly, information about things we touch and feel

with our right hand travels to our left hemisphere'

The situation is more complex with respect to vision. Here, it is not the two

eyes that send information to separate halves of the brain. Rather, the environment

is sorted out into halves, or fields, each of which stimulates its own half of the brain.

For example, if we stare straight ahead at a small fixation point, everything at the

left of that fixation point registers in our right hemisphere' and everything at the

right of the fixation point registers in our left hemisphere. Information about the

left visual field, even though it stimulates both eyes, goes to the contralateral, or

right side of the brain; information about the right visual field goes to the left half

of the brain.

Thus, people who have suffered destruction of the visual sensory area in their

left hemisphere will find themselves in the peculiar situation of reacting only to the

left half of the world in front of them. They will not respond to anything that lies

at the right of whatever they are viewing directly. And what kind of blindness wil l

occur if the visual sensory area in the right hemisphere is destroyed? Then, of

course, the person will be blind to objects in the left visual field, but will respond

to those in the right visual field.

Write your answers to the Study Questions in the spaces provided below.
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6. llhat is a second source of evi-
dence for contralateral control?
Give examples of motor and sen-
sory contralateral control.

What does the term visual field
mean? How do stimuli in one vis-

ual feld stimulate the eyes?
ll/hich cerebral hemisphere re-

ceives information from (a) the
left visual feld, and (b) the right
visual feld?

8. If a person sufers damage to the
visual sensory area in one cere-
bral hemisphere, what obiects
will he be able to see?

2.
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BRAIN AND BEHAVIOR

These facts about contralateral control of movement and sensory input provide

us with important tools for analyzing the functions of each half of the human brain.

For example, when certain areas of our brain are destroyed, we lose the power of

speech; we become mute, or our speech becomes garbled and unintelligible to others.

Or we may be able to speak, but be unable to understand the speech of others'

When brain damage interferes with the ability to produce or understand speech or

language, we describe it with the term, aphasia. A person whose speech, under-
standing of speech, or understanding of printed words has been affected by brain
damage is called aphasic. Aphasia can take many forms, each of which may have
its own name. When reading, for example, has been affected, the disability is called
dyslexia, and the person is said to be dyslexic. Brain damage that causes aphasia
is frequently quite extensive, and causes other kinds of problems as well. For ex-
ample, aphasic patients often suffer paralysis of the right side of their body. When
this happens, we can tell immediately which side of his brain has been damaged.
When paralysis does accompany aphasia, it is almost always the right side of the
body that the patient is unable to move. This pairing of aphasia with right-sided
paralysis tells us which side of the brain is most intimately involved in language.
It must, of course, be the left hemisphere.

This is a major difference between our brain and the brain of nonhuman
animals. The left. side of the human brain is usually dominant for speech and
language behavior. No reliable evidence for any kind of hemispheric dominance has
been found in nonhuman animals. Cerebral dominance seems to be a purely human
trait, and it is appropriate that this shows up most clearly in a most human form
of behavior-language.

Write your answers to the Study Questions in the spaces provided below.
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Defne aphasia and aphasic. lYhen
paralysis accompanies aphasia,
which side of the body is usually
paralyzed? Which cerebral hem-
isphere is, therefore, most inti-
mately involved in language?

2. llhat is cerebral dominance? In
which form of behavior does it
show up most clearly? In which
species has cerebral dominance
been found?

l .

2.



BRAIN AND

Let us now turn to some experiments that demonstrate in a rather spectacularway just how completely dominant the left.hemisphere is fo, speecrr. The experi-ments were done with patients who suffered epileptic seizures, in which the iodyis convulsed and consciousness is lost or clouded, so intenseltr; ;; frequently thatthe patients were practicaily incapacitated, unabre to carry tn u ."uronubry normalIife. In an attempt to cure the seizures, the left and right hal";";f the brain wereseparated by cutting 
.the 

fiber tracts that join them. The surgery accomplished itsmain purpose, reducing the frequency and the severity or It," 'puti"nts, seizuresconsiderabry, and no lasting rlr effects appeared. It looked as though the patients
could function just as well with a "split brain" as they 

"outa 
*hrn the two hemi_spheres were sti l l  joined together. In fact, on the day aiter the ope.ation, when oneof the patienrs was asked how he felt, he joked, "r i-,uu" u ,plir i i ,u headache.,,

But even though.the_split-brain patients behaved normally for all practicalpurposes' subtle behavioral tests revealed some remarkable facis about the waysthe two hemispheres funclion independently of each other, particurarty with respectto speech. For example, in one experimeni the patient *u, urt"Jlimply to namesmall objects placed, unseen, in his left or right hand. If un ou.;""i *s placed in hisleft hand, he was unable to name it. But wien the object was shifted to his righthand, he was immediatery able to give its correct name. The split-brain patientcould name the objects only when tre fert thenr with his right hand_when infor_mation about the objects was received in his left hemispheie.
what about visual stimuli? To test these, the patient was asked to fix his gazeon a central point between two smail projection screens. when his eyes were properlycentered, a visuar stimurus was flashed for a tenth of a second or less, too fast forthe eye to shift i ts gaze from the centrar f ixation point. The stimuli were picturesof objects, colors, arrows pointing in different directions, rines, dots, and so on.when a single picture at a time was flashed into either the patient,s right or leftvisual f ield, he described and named normalry only those pictures that appeared inthe right visual f ield =on the screen to the right of his fixation point. when a pictureflashed in the Ieft visuar fierd, the patient ,uii trrut he saw nothing, or .Just 

a flash.,,
^ , . 

So.r"times two pictures were flashed at the same time, one to the left visualfield and one to the right visuar field; for example, a picture of a pencil on the leftand of a knife on the right. This means, of 
"ou.r", 

,rt", , ir. p"".i l  image wasprojected to the right hemisphere and the knife image to the leit hemisphere. onthe basis of the prcvious results, it should be possibre to guess what happened. In
l: i{:or 

of su.ch experimenrs, the patient asserted that he saw the knife only, andhe never mentioned the pencil.

Write your answers to the Study euestions in the spaces provided below.

I. What r.r a split-brain patienti
llhl, was split_brain surgery per-

formed on these patients?

2. In the experiment described here.
what were the two stimulus con_
ditions and what was the re_
sponse? To which stimulus
condition could the patient re_
spond correctly? Wich hemi_
sphere had to receive information
about the stimulus in order for
him to respond correcrly?

3. In the experiments described
here, what were the stimulus con_
ditions and what were the re_
sponses? Wich visual field and
hemisphere had to receive infor_
mation before the patient could
respond correctly?
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BRAIN AND BEHAVIOR
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Experiments like those just described seem to demonstrate quite clearly that
split-brain patients are able to speak only about things they see in their right visual
field, or feel with their right hand; verbal expression is possible only with respect
to information that goes to the left hemispheie. The left half of the brain appears
to be dominant for speech.

Are these experiments conclusive? Not yet. Before we assert that stimuli to
the isolated right hemisphere cannot set the occasion for speech, we have to dem-
onstrate that stimuli from the left visual field, or from the left hand, actually do
reach the disconnected right hemisphere. perhaps that patient's inability to talk
about such stimuli means simply that the right himisphere is not even being stim_
ulated. If this were sor we would not expect him to be able to respond with speech
or tn any other way. To control for this possibility, we must devise an experimentar
situation to find out whether stimuli to the right hemisphere can control responses
other than speech. If we can show this, we would have to conclude that the lefthemisphere is dominant specifically for speech.

Matching to sample (described in chapter l) is a most useful technique foraccomplishing this. Instead of naming the picture or the felt object, the patient isasked to reach underneath a shield with oni hand and to find bri'di, by touch, anobject that correctly matches the object pictured in the screen 
". o."ii";.rr'r.r,with his hand. The simple apparatus usedin this experiment is shown in figure 3.1.In this diagram, the patient is staring at the centrai fixation point, and a picture isabout to be flashed on the screen, to the reft or right of ttre fixation poinr. A groupof objects are out of sight, and his task will be to pick out the ouleci tt at matchesthe picture. with this procedure, it is possible to nna out whether stimuli projectedto the left and right hemispheres, particularly the latter, 

""o "ontot 
nonverbalresponses-in this instance, selecting the object that matches ,r" fi",ur".

with the matching-to-sample procedure,_ the patient responded correctly re_gardless of which field, left or right, contained the stimuri. H" d;kJ;"t the pencil,scissors, or any other object that matched the picture 
"u"n 

,"h"n the picture wasprojected in the left visualield and, therefore, in ihe right r,.,oirpr,.r". nurthermore,responses to the left visual field were correct even though trre patient oenied havingseen anything' After being urged and prodded to put his hand out and give it a try,

I. What additional evidence do we
need before we can conclude that
the left hemisphere is dominant
s peciJic a I ly for s peech?

2. Llthat technique is used in the ex-
periment described here? What
are the stimuli and the responses?
Are these verbal or nonverbal re_
sponses?

\I/hat were the results of the
matching-!o-sample procedure?
Wat did this experiment show
about the functions of the right
and le-ft hemispheres?
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Figure 3.1. Apparatus used for language testing by Sperry and associates
showing subject (S) seated before a shield that hides test items, his hands,
and examiner (E).

he then came up with the correct object. Clearly, then, the right hemisphere was
receiving stimulation; the objects could be matched even though they could not be
named. Stimuli projected to the left hemisphere could be both matched and named.
These experiments demonstrated that only stimuli projected to the left hemisphere
can control speech. Stimuli projected to the disconnected right hemisphere are
received there, and can be matched, but the information has no way to cross over
to the dominant speech areas in the left hemisphere.

Note that the experiments just described involved both sight and touch, and
an important factor was not taken into account. This was the combination of visual
field stimulated, and hand used to identify the matching object. There are, of course,
four such combinations, as indicated in Table 3.1. When pictures were flashed in
the left visual field, the patient was sometimes required to identify the object with
his left hand and sometimes with his right hand. With stimuli presented to the right
visual field the patient also had to find the object sometimes with one hand and
sometimes with the other.

TABLE 3.1
The Four Possible Combinations of Visual Field into Which an

Object is Proiected and Hand Used to ldentify the Obiect

Visuat Field Containing Stimulus Hand Used for Matching

4. What two senses were involved in
the matching-tosample proce-
dure just destibed? What are the
four possible combinations of vis-
ual field into which the object is
projected and hand used to iden-
tdy the object?
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BRAII{ AND EEHAVIOR

When these four combinations of hand and visual field were taken into ac-
count, the matching-to-sample procedure yielded an even more dramatic demon-

stration that the two hemispheres had actually been disconnected and were

functioning independently in some ways. As one might expect, the patient could

accurately use his left hand to identify items flashed in his left visual field, and his
right hand to identify objects seen in his right visual field, but cross combinations

did not work. The patient was lost if he tried to use his right hand to match a
picture flashed in his left visual field, or to use his left hand to match a picture that
projected in his right visual field. These results are summarized in Table 3.2.

TABLE 3.2

Responses of Split-Brain htients to the Four Possible Combinations of Visual Field
and Hand Used to ldentify Objects in Matching-to-Sample Procedures

7 1

5. What were the results of match-
ing-lo-samp Ie procedures involv-
ing all four combinations of hand
cind visual feld?

6. llhat did the matching-to-sample
experiment indicate about lhe de-
gree to which behavior was intacl
(a) within each half of the brain,
and (b) between the two halves?

Visual Field
Conuining Stimulus

Hand Used
for Matching

Patient's Besponse
Correct or Not?

1. Left
2. Lett
3.  Right
4. Right

Left

R igh t

R igh t

Left

Yes
N o
Yes
N o

This is an excellent illustration of the separation between the two hemispheres
in split-brain patients. Stimuli from the left visual field and from the left hand-
both projecting to the right hemisphere----could combine to control matching-to-
sample behavior. The same was true for vision and touch projecting to the left
hemisphere. Stimulus control over nonverbal behavior was intact within each half
of the brain, but not between the two halves.

Write your answers to the Study Questions in the spaces provided below.

1 .

2.

3.



BRAIN AND BEHAVIOR

4.

These experiments have demonstrated clearly that in order for stimuli to
control oral speech, they must be projected to the person's left hemisphere. Nor-
mally, of course, even stimuli projected to the right hemisphere can control speech,
because tracts of nerve fibers connect it to the left hemisphere. In the split-brain
patient, however, communication between the two halves of the brain is no longer
possible. But although the disconnected right hemisphere may be thought of as
being "mute," must we conclude that it is also stupid? Too often we tend to assume
that a person who lacks speech also lacks understanding. people with aphasia are
sometimes considered to be retarded, or even schizophrenic, by others who do not
know the history of their disease. How can we find out whether a split-brain patient
is capable of understanding stimuli that are presented to his right, or "nonspeaking,"
hemisphere?

The question here is one of speech versus comprehension. A little thought will
make it apparent that speech does not necessarily imply understanding. A person
can learn to say the names of pictures, and even to read words aloud, without
understanding what he is saying. comprehension must be demonstrated in some
other way, and in the case of the "silent" right hemisphere, it is necessary to test
for stimulus control over some behavior other than speech. one kind of language
comprehension is auditory comprehension, or the understanding of oral speech. A
person may be said to display auditory comprehension when he successfully matches
appropriate objects to words that are spoken to him.

Using this matching-to-sample technique, split-brain patients were tested for
their understanding of spoken words. They were asked to reach into a group of
hidden objects, and find the one that the experimenter named aloud. As one might
guess, the patients had no problem doing this with their right hand. The interesting
finding was that they could do just as well with their left hand. The right hemisphere,
which is incapable of mediating speech production, can mediate auditory compre-
hension.

l. Wy do stimuli projected to the
right hemisphere control speech

for a normal person but not for a
split-brain itatient? Which hemi-
sphere is the "nonspeaking" one?

2. Wat does speech tell us about
comprehension? What is auditory
comprehension? How can a person
display auditory comprehension
rrithout speaking?

3. In the experiment described here,
what were the stimuli and the re-
sponses? What was the outcome?
Vlrhat does this outcome tell us
about the functions of the right
hemisphere?
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Write your answers to the Study Questions in the spaces provided below.
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This ability of the right hemisphere to mediate auditory comprehension reveals
a- mechalism whereby the left hemisphere can communicate with the right, even
though_the connecting fibers have been cut. we have already seen, for example, that
the split-brain patient cannot use his left hand (right hemisphere) to find items
flashed in the right visual field (left hemisphere). The patient is, however, capable
of naming aloud those pictures which have been flashedin his right visual lield (left
hemisphere). we can consider thb oral naming response also to provi de a stimulus
that can effectively control selection of the correct object by the left hand (right
hemisphcre). By this sequence of events (first, correct oral naming; second, left-
hand selection), it becomes possible for the split-brain patient to find an object
r-natching the flashed stimulus in his right visual field (left hemisphere) with his
left hand (right hemisphere). The oral*naming response mediates this successfulperformance' The "vocal" 

.(left) hemisphere provides the "silent,, (right) hemi-
sphere with the cue the patient needs tofind the correct object with his left hand.

If, instead of pictures, we use printed words as stimuli, it becomes possible toinvestigate the ability of the isolated hemispheres to mediate reading. But just as
we had to be careful to differentiate between ihe stimulus-response relations involved
in oral speech and in auditory comprehension, we must also be careful to distinguish
between oral reading and reading comprehension. Again, different types of stimulus-
response relations are involved. In orai reading, for eiample, one."rpono, to printed

l. What mediating response can the
split-brain patient make to ob-
jects in his right visual feld that
will enable him to match these
objects using his left hand? Which
hemisphere governs the produc-
tion of this mediating response?
llrhich hemisphere receives the re-
sponse-produced stimulus as a
signal to use in controlling the
matching rcsponse of the left
hand?

2. Distinguish between oral reading
and reading comprehension. How
can reading comprehension be
demonstrated?
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or written text by saying the words aloud. Too often, we take this also as anindication that the p"*on is understanding the words he is reading out roud, butthis is not necessarilv so. one can name (reid) printed words *i r,"", knowing whatthey mean. An appropriate test for reaiin! comprehension, like auditory compre-hension, involves matching to sampre. If"a person can match printed words toappropriate objects, he demonstrates a form oi reading -*p."rr,r'"rion. He under_stands printed text.

It will come as no surpris_e that the split-brain patient was able to read printedwords aroud when they were flashed in his right v*uar nera. fr,]s'performance islittle different in principle from picture naming. sonr"*r,uin'o.e" interesting, butstill not surprising, was the sprit-brain patient;s ability ," niJii" correct objectwith his right hand in response to printed words flashei i"r,ir.igirivisuar fierd. Inother words, his left hemisphere was capable of mediating u"ir, 
"*r 

reading andreading with comprehension. But what happened when the printed words wereflashed in the left visual.field, and the pati"rit was required to iocate the matchingobject with his left hand? He was abre to do this task just as well. He understoodthe printed words even when.the stimuli f-;"","a exclusively to his right hemi_sphere' Absence of speech did not rn"un uir"n"e of comprehension. This answersour original question: The right hemisphere, although ,..i", i, 
""i'stupio.

write your answers to the study Questions in the spaces provided below.

BRAII{ A}{D

3. Whichwords could the split_brain
patient read aloud_tnirc in iinl,e! 

.o1 in the right vrsual feldiWich words could control a cor-
rect matching respowe? Mat do
these responses tell us about the
Ilnct.ioy of the left and the righi
hemispheres?
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PART 2: BRAIN DAMAGE AND LANGUAGE DEFICIT_M. SIDMAN
we have seen that study of the diseased brain has much to teach us aboutrelations between the normar brain and behavior. Let_ us now approach this topic

ili:Tl:i"ffit[1"';How 
does brain damage affect behauif. i" e'"'"fr"r, and verlar

we already know some important things about normar behavioral processes-.about the environmenrar varialles;;;;ifi;s the particura, ;;;- a person wlrbehave in a given situation. wh";;;;"-;;i;;; i#;;r"d, it"o o* behavior
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BRAIN AND BEHAVIOR

changes, our analysis leads us to search for the ways in which one or more of these

environmental variables has changed its control over behavior' Just what relations

between behavior and its controlling variables does brain damage change' and what

kinds of changes take place?

Behavior and lts Conseguences

The most powerful principle we have learned is that consequences govern

behavior. we ari likely to repeat responses that have produced reinforcing conse-

quences, and we are unlikely to repeat responses that have removed or prevented

."infor""n1"nt. Behavior that is not reinforced will not change (no learning will take

place) or will decrease in frequency (extinction). We diagram the relation between

behavior and a reinforcing consequence as follows:

R - > S R

The ability of any reinforcer (SR) to increase the frequency of behavior (R)

will depend on at least two modulating, or regulating, factors. One is the schedule

of reinforcement. A schedule of reinforcement is a rule which specifies when a

reinforcer is to be delivered. For example, reinforcement could occur after every ten

responses, on the average of every minute since the previous reinforcement, or after

ten seconds of no responding. Schedules of reinforcement strongly affect both the

rate and pattern ofan organism's responding. A second factor is the extent to which

the organism has been deprived of the reinforcer, that is, how long the organism

has gone since last receiving that particular reinforcer. For example, food and water

can be effective reinforcers for organisms that have been deprived of those reinfor-

cers, but not for organisms that have been satiated with them.

Brain damage may affect behavior by changing the influence of variables that

normally modulate the action of reinforcement. For example, after one kind of brain

damage a person may lose his appetite. The behavioral observation is that he no

longer eats, no matter how long he has gone without food. Brain damage has

destroyed the controlling relation between behavior and food deprivation; food is no
longer a reinforcer. Different brain damage may actually lead to quite the opposite
effect! A person may eat continually, indicating that satiation no longer reduces the
effectiveness of food reinforcement.

Typically, any response is controlled by more than one consequence (reinfor-
cer), each with its own modulating factors, as diagrammed below. Brain damage
need not destroy the relation between a response and all its consequences, but may
act selectively. For example, the verbal response, "I'm cold," may sometimes pro-
duce a blanket and sometimes an embrace. A person who has suffered brain damage
may be observed to say "I'm cold," much less often than usual, but the brain
damage may not have affected the response, "I'm cold," directly. It may have made
just one of its reinforcers, warmth, ineffective.

SR, (deprivation, schedule, etc.)

SR, (deprivation, schedule, etc.)

SR3 (deprivation, schedule, etc.)

ll/hich responses are we likely to
repeat? Which are we unlikely to
repeat?

What are two factors that may

modulate the efectiveness of a
reinforcer? How?

3. What are two ways in which brain
damage may afect behavior?

How many consequences typicallY
control a response? How can brain

d ama ge afe ct r es p ons e-reinforce r

relations? What happens when

conlrol by all reinforcers is de'

stoyed?

-,+d

"*
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Brain damage, then, can selectively destroy behavioral control by a particular
kind of reinforcement-sex, warmth, food, or any other. In the extreme instance,
brain damage may completely destroy control by all kinds of reinforcement. Then,
consequences will no longer affect the person's behavior; he may end up behaviorless,
like a vegetable.

Write your answers to the Study Questions in the spaces provided below.

BRAIN AiID

J .

4.

Chain ing,  Condi t ioned Reinforcement ,  and Language

Actually, consequences like food, water, sex, or physical warmth reinforce
only a small part of our own behavior. Most of our behavior consists of long chains
of stimuli and responses, as shown in the paradigm in Figure 3.24.

In the paradigm, the chain ends with a terminal reinforcer (SR). Each inter-
mediate stimulus (S,, Sr, S,) serves as a discriminative stimulus (SD) for the response
(R) that follows it. A discriminative stimulus in a chain that eventually leads to
terminal reinforcement is also a reinforcer for the response that comes before it.
For example, S! is a discriminative stimulus for response Rr, but at the same time
this stimulus reinforces Rr. Stimuli that link responses together into a chain become

Figure 3.2A.

Flgure 3.28.

S? -  R . ,  *  Sy*  Rr  *  SP  *  R r  *  SR

R" - S ' . - R r - S l + R r * S Rsis5 R2

l. What is the name of the fnal
stimulus in a behavioral chain?
Wat two functions does each in-
termediate stimulus fulf Il? lYhat
is the paradigm for a behavioral
chain?

f
w
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BRAII{ AND BEHAVIOR

reinforcers in their own right and are called conditioned reinforcers.Each SL, then,

might also be symbolized as S', a conditioned reinforcer. In Figure 3.28, we identify

the intermediate stimuli in the behavioral chain as S', corresponding to the SDs in

Figure 3.24.

Here, then, is another way for brain damage to affect behavior. Brain damage

may destroy or reduce behavioral control by discriminative stimuli and conditioned

reinforcers- Our main reason for bringing up the topic of conditioned reinforcement

in this part is to point out the close relations between certain kinds of conditioned

reinforcers and verbal behavior. Language, as we all know, involves communication.

What does it mean behaviorally to say that we communicate? It means that our

behavior has an efect on someone else's behavior. Changes in the behavior of other

people are important consequences-reinforcers--of our own behavior:

P  - S r
"  our  behavior  

-  "  change in someone e lse 's  behavior

When we produce a desired effect on someone else's behavior (the changes in his

behavior reinforce ours), we say that we have "achieved communication." When

we produce an undesirable effect (his behavior fails to reinforce ours) we talk about

"a failure of communication." Language is a social process'. by this we mean that

the major sources of reinforcement are the responses of other people.

Most responses of other people are conditioned reinforcers, which were created 3.

by their participation in the stimulus-response chains that eventually lead to ter-

minal reinforcement. One of the simplest forms of language is the cry of a hungry

child. When her child cries after a long time without food, the conscientious mother

springs into action. She turns on lights, opens and closes the refrigerator, fills a pot

with water to warm the bottle, changes the baby's diaper while the bottle is heating,
and so on. At f irst, the baby continues to cry throughout all this activity. But later,
the stimuli arising from the mother's actions take on a new significance for the
child. As soon as the mother begins, the baby stops crying.

Can we analyze this interaction between mother and baby behaviorally? The
baby's cry is a discriminative stimulus that sets the occasion for a long chain of
behavior by the mother. The chain ends when she reinforces the baby's cry by
feeding him; the end of the baby's crying is the terminal reinforcer for the mother's
behavior. After several repetitions of this sequence, stimuli that consistently precede
feeding-the appearance of the mother with the bottle-become discriminative
stimuli for the baby to stop crying. Through backward chaining earlier stimuli in
the chain then become SDs for the baby to stop crying, until he eventually stops at
the first sounds of the mother's preparations. But those first sounds also become
conditioned reinforcers for the original cry. Thus, the baby's cry is a discriminative
stimulus for the mother's behavior; stimuli arising from her behavior reinforce the
baby's cry, and at the same time set the occasion for him to stop crying; his silence
reinforces the mother's behavior; and so on. Baby and mother have learned to
communicate with each other:

so b"by> R mother )S', so bub, +R mothe, - s* buby
cries prepares stops gives baby drinks

bottle crying milk milk

--> S" So mothe, - R buby stops > s* b"by grt,
prepares crying milk
bottle

What two types of behavioral con'

trol may brain damage reduce or

destroy? In behavioral terms,

what is meant by saYing that:
(a) we have "achieved communi-

cation"; (b) we have "failed to

achieve communication": and
(c) language is a "social process"?

By what process do the responses
of other people come to function
as conditioned reinforcers? Ex-
plain this process as it relates to
the behavior of a mother prepar-

ing a bottle for her uying baby.

Mother's
view

Baby's . . .
view

R buby
cries
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Generalized Reinforcers
Conditioned reinforcement that comes from the behavior of other people is a

characteristic of verbal behavior. Language development goes hand in hand with
the development of conditioned reinforcers. The very beginnings of the process
involve simple interactions of the sort we have just described between mother and
child' From such simple beginnings, conditioned reinforcement eventually becomes
quite complex. A particular conditioned reinforcer usually serves as an intermediate
consequence not just in one chain of behavior but in many, each of which may lead
to a different terminal reinforcer. Money is such an intermediate consequence; it is
a common element in behavioral pathways to many terminal reinforcers, as indi-
cated in the simplified paradigm shown below.

^ D
b "  ( f o o d )

R t  ' S ' ( m o n e y )  -  R z (shel ter)

4. Wat is the critical diference be_
tween generalized reinforcers and
other types of conditioned rein_
forcers? lllhat two examples of
generalized reinforcers are given
here?

BRAIN AND

Tlthich class of behavior is espe-
cially maintained by generalized
reinforcers? How does such a re-
sponse-reinforcer relation afect
verbal behavior following brain
damage?

Wat is stimulus control, and
what is the basic paradigm for
this kind of control? What are two
examples of verbal behavior
under defective stimulus control?

D (physical comfort)

A conditioned reinforcer that leads only to one terminal reinforcer, for ex-
ample, to food, will increase or decrease in effectiveness as food deprivation increases
or decreases. on the other hand, a person may be satiated with food, drink, and
sex, yet money will remain an effective reinforcer because it can still lead to various
comforts, amusements, privileges, and so on. For this reason, behavioral conse-
quences like money are called generalized conditioned reitorcers or more simply,
generalized reidorcers. Because their reinforcing power does not depend on uny
single modulating influence like food deprivation or physical discomfort, generalized
reinforcers like money or social approval are likely to remain powerful determiners
of behavior under a wide variety of conditions.

Most human behavior-almost all verbal behavior-is governed by general-
ized reinforcers. For this reason, brain damage that destroyi the strength of just
one reinforcer may appear to have tittle efect on verbai behavior; generalized
reinforcers will still remain powerful.

Stlmulus Control
The most dramatic effects of brain damage on human language show them_

selves not in the response-reinforcement relation, but in disturbances of stimulus
control. None of our behavior produces reinforcement at all times and in all places.
A response is usually reinforced only when particular stimuli are present; in the
absence of appropriate stimuli, the response usually goes unreinfor""i. Thi, is what
we mean when we talk about the stimulus control of behavior. speech usually
comes under a particular kind of stimulus control. Spoken sounds cannot by them_
selves change the environment. Speech cannot literally move mountains, bui people
who operate power shovels and bulldozers can do so in response to our orders. Thus,
the reinforcement for speech usually has to be mediated through the behavior of
other people, and we learn to speak only when another person (so) ir present. In
the absence of other people (S^) our speech is not usually reinforced. The basic
stimulus-response relations are diagrammed below.
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BRAIN AND BEHAVIOR

SDperson +Rspeak + Stattention

present

sono onu + R rp"uk 1+ sr

present

..Thinking Out loud" is, of course, a special case in which the reinforcement

*rn". fa.-" Jtrung" in our own behavior. In this instance, both the speaker and

il;-ilt""- are the same person. But for the most part, people who go around
;i"ft"g i" tft"mselves" demonstrate a breakdown of the usual stimulus control over

dil;;kt;g bena"ior-it is no longer governed by the presence or absence of

"ii"r-rtpf".-M"ny 
factors can cause such a breakdown-a thirsty man may cry

iWltJrt"'"uen though he is alone in the desert----or brain damage may be accom-

oanied by logorrhea-uncontrollable and incoherent talkativeness. In the absence

;i;;;;""it" (S") our speech is not usually reinforced. People-who go around
;i"i[ing io ih"-r"lu"s" demonstrate defective stimulus control of their speaking

behavior; such a breakdown may accompany brain disease'

Insiead of causing behavior to occur under inappropriate circumstances (So),

defective stimulus contiol may cause behavior to be absent under appropriate cir-

"utn.r"na", 
(sD); the person m y never talk, even when it is advantageous for him

to do so, and even when the relations between reinforcementand nonverbal responses

are still intact. Such rnzlisn is another type of defective stimulus control that

characterizes certain forms of aphasia. (Again, mutism may also come about in

other waYs.)

write your answers to the study Questions in the spaces provided below.

l.

2.

3.
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Mands and Tacts
we have already noted that verbal behavior---+ommunication----occurs when

a change in another person's behavior constitutes reinforcement. People are the
most important sources of reinforcement for other people. Language, at least in its
most common forms, always involves an interaction between at least two people.
Depending on the direction of their interaction at any moment, one of these people
may be characterized as a "speaker," and the other as a "listener." This treatment
of language as an interpersonal (or social) process led Skinner to describe two large
classes of verbal behavior, which differ in their significance depending on whether
one is acting as speaker or as listener.

One of the two large classes of verbal behavior is called the mand, a term
that resembles "command" and "demand." Skinner has described the mand as
follows:

"In a given verbal community, certain responses are characteristically
followed by certain consequences. 'Wait!' is followed by someone's waiting and'Sh-h!' by silence. Much of the verbal behavior of young children is of this sort.'Candy!' is characteristically followed by the receipt of candy, and .Out!, by the
opening of a door. These effects are not inevitable, but we can usually find one
consequence of each response which is commoner than any other . . When a
response is characteristically reinforced in a given way, its likelihood of ap-
pearing in the behavior of the speaker is a function of the deprivation associated
with that reinforcement. The response'candy!'will be more likely to occur after
a_period of candy deprivation, and least likely after candy satiation. The response'Quiet!' is reinforced through the reduction of an aversive condition, and we can
increase the probability of its occurrence by creating such a condition-that is,
by making a noise." (fromVerbal Behavictr, page 35)

Verbal responses that we call mands have a characteristic consequence and
are controlled by factors, like deprivation or aversive stimulation, that modulate
that particular consequence. The hungry baby's cry, reinforced by food, is a prim-
itive stage in the development of our repertoire of mands. Because mands are
controlled by specific consequences, they tend to operate primarily for the benefit
of the speaker rather than the listener. Whether or not a mand is reinforced will

l. In behavioral terms, how is com-
munication defned? Vl/hat terms
may be used to characterize two
people involved in a verbal inter-
action?

2. Name a basic class of verbal be-
havior. ,llhat two common Eng-
lish words does mand resemble?
Wat examples of mands are de-
scribed here? ll'hat consequence
typically follows mands?

3. Def ne mand,. For whose beneft do
mands primarily operate? llhat
is the behavioral function of
words like "please," used in con-
junction with a mand?

C
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BRAIN AND BEHAVIOR

depend on whether the listener is disposed to provide the specified reinforcement.
words like "please," "if you don't mind," and so on, function to increase the
probabil ity that the l istener wil l reinforce.

Mands eventually do come under stimulus control:

/

\

Mands such as "water!" and "water, please!" are controlled by a state ofwater deprivation, made more or less probabli by the presence of certain discrim-inative stimuli, and reinforced by the presentation of water. Must we, therefore,conclude that the word "water"'is a mand? Far from it. A mother teaching herchild to talk may point to water in a cup, water in a pan, water running from afaucet' water in a lake or an ocean. while-doing so sie may mand the child,s verbalresponse by saying "what is this?" when the child replies ..w"i"r,,, she mayreinforce him with a hug, a smile, or the word, ..right!,, In this case, the child,sresponse' "water," is rro, controlled by a state of deprivation or of aversive stimu_lation, and it is zot reinforced by the pr"r"ni"tion of water. Thus, it is not amand.The response belongs to a second hrje class of verbal behavior, the tucr.The term racr resembles the w6rd "contact', in the sense of making contactwith, or describing something about, ttre enuironment. The controiling relations fortacts are diagrammed below.

8 1

S D S R

access to
platter of
pancakes

Describe the discriminative, deV
rivational, and reinforcemenl

functions associated with mands.
Wat is the paradigmfor the con-
trolling relations of the mand?

5. What is a second basic class of
verbal behaviorT What common
English word does tact resemble?
Describe the discriminative. de-
privational, and reinforcement
functions associated with tacts.
What is the paradigmfor the co*
trolling relations of the tact?

sight of
platter of
pancakes

(mand) "please pass
the pancakes"

gA
empty platter

The community provides the specific consequences that reinforce mands, but it
provides them only under appropriate circumstances. A particular mand is likely
to be controlled by any of several different discriminative stimuli, but only by one
reinforcer and its associated deprivation. The controlling relations are diagrammed
below. For example, we may say "water" in the presence of a faucet, an empty
glass, a waiter in a restaurant, or an oasis in the desert, but these stimuli wiil
occasion the mand only if we have been deprived of water.

so fuu".

SD empty
glass \-5 R ->SR

"water" water

(mand)
water deprivation

"  wal ter

q D- oasls

a 4 s n
(mand) "please pass /
the pancakes"
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"Water"
(tact)

S r+ .

Sr+.

Sr-+.

sr-_t-.
SD6g'6**

The probability of a tact does not depend on any particurar deprivation but,instead' on the presence or on" pu.ii"uia. discrimin"il ffi;r"s or set of stimurusproperties' For exampre, the SDs in ourl""t paradigm 
"r. 

,tt roL, of water_theyshare the stimulus properties of the suistanc€ we ca, .,water.,iThe 
stimulus controrof the tacr is limited.*f,"n 

"*pr;ffi; that of the mand.
,n_ _#jT::T;:,*,"T"H',,,.":n:'if:l;*se_reinforcerreration that characterizes
it^"ont.ol"oi/rJu".u, different kinds of ,lll"5 lgtact (*water," ro, 

"*u-plJ)o.f thanks o. upp''uur f". "; ;;;;;;;# llfi::il;r*il ::,lffiT: ?ilT:::
::HL::i,T;:1f;:,,::,:",*", u qu"ition 

"o,,e"try in crass. it"," are generarized
No word, taken out of context, can bg crassified as a mand or a tact. Theseclassifi cations depend 

"p" 
ir," pr."u'iig,tin,urur-."rponJr_.rinior"", 

(and depri_
;ffiUtifil;Jn." the thiisty ;;;;;.""y,, ..Give me a grass or water,,, rheyou drinkingt', n" .ill,'"Jpffll ,iliil;,il.i,l1fi:T"::,,,:^*,i,-tion, ..what arethe mand/tact distinction f". t;;;#:,ninu or " f;*;;;;;;;^ ;",jlih1i..?ifr"pancakes"-arready descriueo ii' ;;;#;r""rion-may function as a ract.unlike mands.rvhich benefit-the speaker, tacts are particularly usefur to thelistener' The tact may be said to t"il ;;;il;"ner something tr,ut l, to his advantageto know. This does 

"*.:l """^;:;;;;'?i"1 , speaker sets no rernrorcement for
l:"fi"::1t",1",1';:' 

witr'oui '"i"il'*.o,i,, tacts wourd never have arisen andd;;;;;;rilff llT""*"':lJ#i!+:Lq::.#;*il;.1ffi lil*lhe gets 3n "A"i when a person gives us ro-ad directions, we say, .lit unt you.,, Theseare at generarized ."inlor"".r] i"";;;* require ,p"#" 
"onl"qu"n""s, and,

iFifr:-,H .l*ff:i*ftfi;3ifl:Hvations ". ;;;;,:;,u,ation rt is
ular stimulur. s"r, lurr,", tt unlJpri;;',",ilt:::for a tact contingent on a partic-
occurrence. , come to control their probabiiity of

'"'""1;::i:il1"'ffi:i"ilff ff il::ll',$"-Y:lers) provides generarized rein-
;,"::::,:i;""."::i::f*fi"fi K:##il"n: ji":a"'ff 'i"J,",ilil:h15ffi ::
ri'rulffi ,Htr";lirif ,T"t[i"t:Jt#ifi ffi:r:'tril;fi ;["tff;
behavior uno r""jiry.:.tr," uo, who cried *"tl: i"o:ti1, 

between peopre;s verbalttt ts a case of a tact gone wrong.

6. What factors determine the clas_
siJtcation of words as mands ortacts?
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7. Distinguish beth,een mands and
tacts in terms of: (a) dependence
upon specific deprivations or aver_
sive stimulation, (b) discrimina_
ttve stimulus control, (c) type ofreinforcement contingencies and
(.4) which participant in the verbal
i:_teractio.n is likely to beneJtt
lrom each.

8. Why does the source of control
shift from consequences to dis_
criminative stimuli in the case of
tacts? How do tacts beneQt tie
verbal community? How- can astatement that sounds like a fuct

function as a mand?
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Because the response was so often emitted in the absence of the appropriate SD

(wolf), the verbal community came to recognize it as a mand rather than a tact,

stopped attending to it, and eventually failed to respond when it was emitted as a

taci under appropriate stimulus control. A politician seeking to remain in office

may make statements that sound like tacts but are actually mands. For example,

when he tells us, "Ths economy is healthy," we wonder whether his verbal behavior

is actually controlled by the state of the economy or whether his words are controlled

by the voter's behavior at the polls. If he is describing the true situation, he is

tacting the stimuli; if his behavior is controlled solely by our votes, he is manding

reinforcement. In science, we expect (but do not always get) the ideal situation. We

expect the behavior of the scientist to be entirely controlled by the "facts" and not

by any personal gain he may achieve, even a gain in reputation. We expect the

scientist to tact his data accurately, even if they prove his theories to be wrong.

Mands are likely to be extremely strong, for the community reinforces them

directly with characteristic consequences. But tacts are likely to be much less pre-

dictable. Their probability depends on the community's skill in providing generalized

reinforcement for accurate reporting. Since the reinforcing community does not

always detect the controlling stimuli, the tact relation easily becomes distorted.

Consider the response, "My tooth hurts." The listener has no access to the con-

troll ing stimuli, and "My tooth hurts" may not be a tact at all; i t may, instead, be

a mand to be excused from school.

When someone shouts "Fire!" in response to the smell of smoke and the sight

of flames, the word "fire" functions both as a mand and as a tact. As a tacI, "Fire!"

names the discriminative stimulus that controls it. In effect, it says to the verbal

community: "There is a fire." As a mand, "Fire!" is controiled by a specific state

of aversive stimulation-the imminence of being burned, of seeing others burned,

or of seeing property destroyed. In effect, it says to the verbal community; "Run

from the fire! Bring help to put out the fire!" As a mand, "Fire!" is reinforced by

specific consequences, that is, by the reduction of a specific state of aversive stim-

ulation-by helping others to escape from the fire and by bringing help to put out

the fire. The response of pulling a fire alarm serves the same double mand-tact

function as shouting "Fire!" In some cases, shouting "Fire!" or pulling the fire

alarm may not be determined by stimuli from an actual fire, but instead by the

highly specific reinforcements that the sight and sounds of fire engines provide'

Distortions of the tact relation can be pleasing and even beautiful, and we encourage

this in poetry. But when the consequences of such distortions are harmful, the

community calls it "lying" and punishes it.

Brain damage often makes a clear distinction between mand and tact. The

most dramatic cases occur when a mand and a tact both have the same form' For

example, if we hold a glass of water in front of a person and ask him what it is, he
will say, "glass of water." This is a tact; the response is under specific stimulus
control. He may also say, "glass of water," when he is thirsty, even though no glass

is visible. The response is now a mand, under the control of a specific deprivation.
The two responses, mand and tact, sound exactly the same, but their sources of
control are quite different. Brain damage can interfere with one source of control
without touching the other. An aphasic patient may be unable to answer correctly
when you hold up a glass of water and ask him what it is. He might give no answer
at all, or he might say something like, "a bottle of ink," or "a piece of matter."
Stimulus control here is quite deficient. But when the physician gives him a pill to
take, he may say quite clearly and without hesitation, "glass of water." The mand
relation is still intact in such a patient. Although the form of the response, "glass
of water," is exactly the same in both mand and tact, brain damage has destroyed
one source of control and not the other.

9. How does the strength of mands
and tacts difer? l{hat determines
the probability that tacts will be
controlled by approPriate dis-
criminative stimuli? llhy?

10. How can a response function si-
multaneously as both a mand and
a tactT How can the controlling
relarions of such a response go

wrong? Under what circumstances
does the verbal communitY (a) en-

courage and (b) discourage dis'

tortions of the tact relation?

t l. How do patterns of damage helP

scientists in distinguishing be-

lween mands and tacts? In the ex-

ample described here, what is the

efect of brain damage uPon the

response "glass of water?" Which

controlling relation has been de'

stroyed? Which has been left in-

tact?
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Write your answers to the Study Questions in the spaces provided below.
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BRAIN AND

Brain Damage and the Tact Relation
A single form of response can be either a mand or a tact, depending on the

source of control, and particular responses or controlling stimuli can be involved in
many different tact relations. Language is characterized by sets of interlocking tact
relations, with some tacts sharing the same response, and others sharing the same
stimulus.

Let us examine some tact relations in which the stimulus, clock, is a com-
ponent. Table 3.3 l ists some forms of this stimulus and some appropriate tacting
responses.

TABLE 3.3
Several Forms of the stimulus clock and several rypes of Appropriate Tacts

Stimulus: Clock

Visua l  ob jec ts

P ic tu res

V isua l  word ,  upper  case
Visua l  word ,  lower  case
Visua l  word ,  sc r ip t

Aud i to ry  word ,  p ronounced

Aud i to ry  word ,  spe l led

Pa lpa ted  ob jec t
Palpated word, upper case

Palpated word, lower case
Palpated word, script

This seemingly simple stimulus may take several forms, some of which are
listed on the left side of Talrle 3.3. It can be an actual clock that one experiences
visually; it can be a picture of a clock; it can be the visual word, clock, composed
of upper-case, lower-case, or script letters. lt need not be a visual stimulus at all,
but may be the word pronounced or speiled aroud-two kinds of auditory stimuli.
or it may be a stimulus that one feels with hands and fingers (palpates) without
seeing or hearing it, as a blind man might feel an actural clock or might feel raised
upper-case, lower-case, or script letters that spell the word, clock.

The right column of rable 3.3 lists some of the appropriate tacting responses
to the stimulus, clock-various types of oral naming, written naming, and maiching
to sample. one may respond to any of the listed stimuli by pronouncing or spelling

l. llhat types of interrelationships
c haracteri ze language?

2. What are someforms of the stim-
ulus "clock," and whar are some
appropriate tacting responses to
these stimuli? What are the stim-
ulus categories and what are the
t hree response iategories?

Respo nses

O r a l  p r o n u n c i a t i o n

O r a l  s p e l l i n g

Ora l  synor . rym

Wr i t ten  naming,  upper  case
Wr i t ten  naming,  lower  case
Wr i t ten  naming,  sc r ip t
Wr i t ten  synonym

Match ing  to  v isua l  o r  pa lpa ted

word ,  upper  case,  lower
case,  o r  sc r ip t

Match ing  to  aud i to ry  word
pronounced or  spe l leo

Match ing  to  v isua l  o r  pa lpa ted

objects

Matching to pictures
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clock aloud, or by saying another word that means the same thing, for example,
timepiece; one may respond by writing clock or its synonym in upper-case, lower-
case, or script letters; or one may select a matching stimulus out of several non-
matching alternatives, and the correct matching stimulus may be either seen, heard,
or felt.

No single one of these stimulus-response relations can be accepted as evidence
for language: A parrot can repeat pronounced words; a dog can learn to do many
of the matching tasks; a person who speaks only French can copy the printed English
word, even without understanding it. But when each of the stimuli can give rise
appropriately to all the responses, we have an interlocking set of tact relations that
is characteristic of language.

within this interlocking set, any single stimulus controls many responses, and
any single response is controlled by many stimuli. Brain damage need not break
down all tact relations in which a particular stimulus or response participates.
Indeed, it turns out that brain damage respects behavioral suMivisions of stimulus
control within the tact relation. To illustrate this, let us look at the results of some
experimental analyses of aphasic behavior.

Patient l-R.W.
R.W., a l4-year-old boy, had just finished running the 100-yard dash in a

school track meet in the late afternoon of May 15, 1964. He sat down on the ground,
clapped his hand to the left side of his forehead, collapsed, and had a seizure. He
was immediately taken to the emergency ward of a local hospital, where he was
found to be dazed, confused, and completely unable to speak. X-ray studies showed
that a large artery in the left side of his brain had been blocked, cutting off the flow
of blood to some of the major areas involved in language behavior. He had suffered
a "stroke." Three weeks later, R.w.'s physical condition had improved so much
that he could leave the hospital, but he was left with a complete paralysis of the
right side of his body and was still almost speechless. physical therapy and a leg
brace soon made it possible for him to walk, but his right arm remained useless.
f.]v. was eager to participate in experiments that might shed some light on his
difficulties and perhaps help others in the same situation.

The experiments were carried out in a well-ventilated room with sound-re-
sistant walls and door to reduce unwanted stimulation. R.w. sat facing a square
panel of nine translucent windows onto which stimuli could be projected. touihing
a window activated a switch and delivered a signal to electronic p.ogramming and
recording devices' The experiments were designed to pinpoint urp""tr of R.w.'s
language behavior that his brain damage had changed, and to identify aspects left
unaffected. A number of simple tact relations were explored, including oral naming,
written naming, and matching to sample.

- oral naming was tested as follows: simple three-letter picture names, rike
bo\, -!ox, fie, pig, cat, car, cow, and so on, were projected one at a time onto the
middle window, as illustrated below. R.w. was asked simply to read each word
aloud' If he did so correctly, an automatic device delivered a nickel to him; if hewas unable to name the word correctly, he received no reinforcement, and after abriefpause another picture was projecied.

87

3. How can brain damage afect tacl
relations?

4. Which areas of R.W.'s brain were
damaged? What were the physi-
cal symptoms of this damage?

5. l4rhat experimental apparatus
was used to test R.y[/.'s behavior?
What was the purpose of this ex-
perimental testing?

6. Which behavior was tested frst?
lYhich three tests were used?

cat

Flgure 3.3. Matching-to-sample
apparatus for oral naming tests.
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In other tests, the picture itself, instead of the picture name, was projected
on the center window, and R.w. again had to say the picture name aloud. A third
type of test did not use visual stimuli at all; instead, a tape recorder dictated the
picture name, and R.w. had to repeat the auditory word-the word he heard over
the loudspeaker.

These tests involve three kinds of tact
them, the responses are the same-saying
stimuli are different.

relations, illustrated below. In each of
the words aloud-but the controlling

BRAIN AND

7. Wat were the results of the tests
of oral naming? Vllhat new ques-
tions did the experimenters ask,
and how did they prcpose to an-
swer them?

8. Which response was tested next?
Wich three tests were used? How
do these tests dffir from those
used for assessing oral naming?

Wat were the results of the tests
of written naming? lThat did
these results tell the experimen-
ters about R.lY.'s problems with
oral naming?

SDvisual word

SDpi"tur" Roral naming

SDauditory word

All three tests confirmed the clinical observations. R.w. was unable to speak
the words in response to any of the different kinds of stimuli. At best, he could only
grunt. These data permitted us to ask some additional questions. First, did R.w.
fail in these tests simply because he could not speak, or was he unable to discriminate
the stimuli-to identify them? In other words, was his problem on the response side
or on the stimulus side of the oral naming paradigm shown above? were all tact
relations involving these three types of stimuli deficient, or only those tact relations
that involved oral naming?

How might one answer such a question? The reasoning might go as follows:
If R.w.'s problem was in stimulus discrimination, he would be unable to respond
appropriately in any way to the three types of stimuli; i f his problem was only with
oral naming, then he would be able to tact the stimuli by some other kind of
response.

To answer this question, tests of written naming were carried out. The stimuli
remained the same, printed words, pictures, and dictated words. R.w. had to write
or print the name of the word or picture that was presented to him. on each trial,
he had a new piece of paper, so that earlier stimuli would not interfere. As before,
he received a nickel for each correct response. The three kinds of tact relations in
these tests are diagrammed below, which is exactly the same as the oral naming
paradigm except for the form of response-written instead of oral naming.

q D
" vlsual \

q D
" plc tu re Rwri t ten naming

SDauditory

R.w. went through the writ ing tests with almost no errors, and thus earned
many more nickels than in the oral naming tests. His problem in tacting the stimuli
by oral naming, then, had not arisen from an inabil ity to discriminate the stimuli;
he was able to tact those same stimuli by writ ing the names. Brain damage inter-
acted differently with the different tact relations.
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Write your answers to the Study Questions in the spaces provided below.
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Patient I R.W.-(Continued)
R.W.'s brain damage left written naming while destroying his ability to say

the same names aloud. A second question now arises: Could R.W. understand the
written words? His ability to copy them tells us nothing about his understanding:
a child who has not yet learned to read may still be able to copy words. R.W.'s
ability to write the words to dictation could also have been done without under-
standing them; it is possible to transform sounds into written characters without
being able to understand either the sounds or the writing, as an English-speaking
person might write down sounds made by a person who is speaking French. R.W.'s
ability to write the appropriate words in response to pictures, however, did indicate
that he could understand the words he was writing. But even here, one might wonder
whether he could understand those same written words if he himself had not done
the writing.

How could we test R.W.'s comprehension of spoken and written words without
asking him either to speak or to write? This was where the matching-to-sample
technique became useful. As before, a word or picture was projected on the center
window, or a spoken word sounded over the loudspeaker. These stimuli were the
samples, and one was presented on each trial. R.W.'s task was, f irst, to respond to
the sample stimulus by pressing the center window. This caused words or pictures
to be projected on the eight outer windows. One of these eight stimuli corresponded
to the sample; the other seven did not. Examples appear in Figure 3.4A and 3.4B.

In Figure 3.4A, a sample picture is to be matched to the appropriate word;
other tests presented a word on the center window, and pictures on the outer
windows. In Figure 3.48, a dictated word is to be matched to the appropriate
printed word; in other tests, pictures appeared on the outer windows, R.W. had to
press the one that corresponded to the sample. If he chose correctly a nickel was
automatically delivered. Incorrect responses caused the windows to be darkened
briefly, and then a new sample was presented to begin the next trial.

"ca t "
cat boy hen

hoe
w,
# axe

man ear eye

cat boy hen

hoe axe

man ear eye

Figure 3.4A. Figure 3.48.

With the same three types of stimuli we have been using all along, it was
possible to test R.W.'s performance on six kinds of matching-to-sample tasks, These
are diagrammed below.

BRAIN AND

l. LVhat question did the experimen_
ters ask next? Which tests of writ_
ten naming indicated under_
standing, and which did not?
lVhv?

What was tested next? Wat tech-
nique was used? Wy was this
technique used? How were the
stimuli presented? What re-
sponses were required of the sub-
ject? Wat were the contingencies

for correct and incorrect respond-
ins?

How many types of stimuli were
used in the matching-to-sample
tests? How many types of re-
spotLies were required? Y[/hat were
they? How many matching-to-
sample tasks did these stimulus-
response combinations yield?
How do these tasks dffir liom
t hose used to test oral and written
naming?
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Stimulus Response

picture

plcture

The results of R.w.'s naming and matching-to-sample tests are summarized
in Figure 3.5. The numbers in the upper left-hand corners of the blocks indicate the
task numbers of the matching-to-sample tests.

Two of these tasks merely confirmed what we already know, that R.w. could
discriminate the stimuli: In Task 1, he had only to match identical printed words
to each other, and in Task 4, he had only to match identical pictures. Both of these
could be done without any understanding of the stimuli, and, as expected, R.w. did
them perfectly. Similarly, he could match dictated to printed words (Task 5) without
understanding either the words he heard or those he saw. At least, this indicated
only a limited kind of comprehension-an understanding of the correspondence
between letters and their sounds. of greater interest was his performance on the
other tasks. His nearly perfect scores in matching printed-word samples to pictures

Flgure 3.5. Summary of results for
matching-to-sample.

Task No.

1

A
+

5

o

4. How well did R.l|/. perform on
each of the six matching-to-sam-
ple tasks? llhich tasks could be
performed conectly without un-
derstanding the stimuli? Which
tasks measured (a) reading com-
prehewion and (b) auditory com-
prehension?

S A I v I P L E  S T I M U L I R E S P O N S E S
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R.W. on tests of naming and
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(Task 2) and in matching picture samples to the appropriate printed words (Task
3) showed that he could understand the printed words. He was still able to grasp
the relation between printed words and other kinds of objects in his environ-"ni.
His reading comprehension was intact, even though he could not say the words
aloud, and even when he had not written the words himself. He was also nearly
errorless in Task 6, matching dictated sample words to pictures. This performance
demonstrated auditory comprehension; he could understand the spoken words even
though he could not speak them himself, and even when he had not written them
himself.

Does R.w. resemble the split-brain patients we described earlier? They had
shown that only the left hemisphere was capable of supporting speech behavior.
R.w. had suffered damage only to his teft hemisphere, and his intact right hemi-
sphere was clearly incapable of supporting oral speech. But the split-brain patients
could do written naming and matching to sample even when the responses were
controlled by their isolated right hemisphere. Remember, R.w.'s right side was
paralyzed, so that he had to do all his writing and matching with his left hand. His
performances and the split-brain patients'were almost identical. We cannot be sure,
but it is possible that R.w.'s intact performances were also mediated by his right
hemisphere.

ln discussing the tests carried out with R.W. and with the split-brain patients,
we have consistently stated that some procedures tested only the subjectis ability
to discriminate the stimuli, while others also tested his ability to comprehend or
understand the stimuli. The distinction between discrimination and comprehension,
although often quite useful, is not really as clear-cut as we have implied.

When we talk about tests that do not measure comprehension, we are on fairly
safe ground. consider, for example, the nonsense syllable zuB. rf you saw thi;
printed, you could surely copy it (written naming of printed words), and you could
select the printed stimulus ZUB from a group of printed stimuli such as ZUT,
BUZ, an so forth (matching printed words to printed words). Furthermore, if
someone said "ZUB" to you, you could select the printed stimulus ZUB from a
similar group (matching printed words to auditory stimuli). In response to the
auditory stimulus "zrJB," you could most likely respond by writing the letters Z-
u-B (written naming of an auditory stimuli). you could, of course, do all these
things willrort understanding or comprehending what ZUB means: it doesn't
"mean" anything. If these tests can successfully be completed by responding to a
nonsense syllable (which, by definition, is incomprehensible); then the tests clearly
do not tell us anything about the subject's comprehension, even when a ..mean-
ingful" word such as CAT is the stimulus.

we have, however, said that certain tests, such as matching printed or dictated
words to pictures, measure comprehension. what do we mean by this? well, it's
important to remember that comprehension isn,t a thing. It is simply a word that
we use to describe some behaviors, but not others. If a person 

""n, 
fo, example,

match the printed word c-a-t to a picture of a cat, and if he can write or say ..cat,'
when we point to a real or pictured cat, we are likely to say that he comprehends
or understands the word c-al. rf, however, he can match the printed word to the
dictated word, but not to the picture, we are unlikely to credii him with compre_
hension. If the opposite is true, and he can match the printed word to the picture,
but not to the dictated word, we are still likely to credit him with comprehension.
The consequences of these abilities are different. They permit different kinds of
interaction with the physical and social environment, and our language takes this
into account.

BRAII{ AIID

5. To what extent does R.W.,s tacr-
ing behavior resemble that of the
split-brain patients described in
Part I?
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6. How can we.difierentiate between
tests that measure only discrimi-
nation and those that measure
comprehension? What is compre-
hension?
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Write your answers to the Study Questions in the spaces provided below.
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Patient 2-J.L.P.
This patient, J.L.P., was a 62-year-old sheet metal worker, who spent most

of his evenings at a local gymnasium training and managing fighters. Unlike R.W.,
who suffered a sudden stroke, J.L.P.'s symptoms gradually worsened over a period
of about a week. He first noted moderate weakness of his right arm and the right
side of his face. The weakness gradually spread to his right leg and continued to get
worse until he was unable to move the right side of his body. He did not lose his
speech completely, but found himself having great trouble "finding" the words he
wanted to say. For example, when asked whom he was going to visit on his vacation,
he answered, "Well, ah, up in Vermont, wrote last week, three kids." But he could
not say who they were. His pronunciation was good. In addition to his right-sided
paralysis and his speech problem, J.L.P. was also found to be blind to objects in his
right visual field. All these observations, of course, indicated damage to his left
hemisphere. X-ray examination revealed a complete blockage of a large artery
which supplied areas in the left hemisphere, and perhaps some parts of the right
hemisphere as well. He was eventually able to walk with the aid of a leg brace and
a three-legged cane, but his right arm remained useless, and his speech problems
persisted. He, too, was eager to participate in experimental studies. J.L.p. was given
the same tests as those administered to R.w. The results of J.L.p.'s tests are shown
in Figure 3.6.

l. Wich specffic types of paralysis,
blindness, and speech dfficutty
did J.L.P. display? Wich hemi-
sphere is implicated as being
damaged? How does J.L.p. difer
from R.W.?
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2. By comparing Figures 3.5 and
3.6, how do J.L.P.'s results dffir
from R.W.'s?

Flgure 3.6. Summary
matching-to-eample.
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To summarize: Each of the four types of response was involved in at least one
good performance, demonstrating that none of the poor scores could be attributed

to an inabil ity to perform the required responses. Also, each of the three types of

stimuli was involved in at least one good performance, demonstrating that none of

the poor scores could be attributed to an inabil ity to discriminate the stimuli. All

the behavior required in these tests was available to J.L^P., and all the stimuli were

capable of controll ing some behavior. His brain damage had interacted not with

the stimuli or responses alone, but with specific stimulus-response relations.

The four tasks in which J.L.P. did best share an important feature . Since they
inyolve only repeating, copying, or matching identical stimuli, they can be done
even by a person who has never learned to read, write, or understand words. Oral
naming of dictated words can be done simply by repeating sounds; written naming
of printed words can be done simply by copying forms; matching identical printed
words to each other, or identical pictures to each other, can be done on the basis
of physical similarit ies, even by a person completely unfamiliar with the words and
pictures. These performances, therefore, do not necessarily tell us anything about
the behavioral control exerted by language forms-by words. This is probably why
J.L.P. was able to do them so well. All his deficient performances were on tasks
that required him to make use of his learned experience with printed and spoken
words.

Can we draw any conclusions about the particular kinds of tact relations that
were affected by J.L.P.'s brain damage'l There are several interesting comparisons.
First, all the deficient performances (scores from zero to 70 percent) involved visual
(printed) or auditory (spoken) words, either on the stimulus or on the response side
of the tact relation. Clearly, his problems were with language forms. But we can
specify the deficits even more sharply. For example, although J.L.P. was completely
unable to name printed words orally-to read them aloud-he did much better (60
percent) when he had to say those same names in response to pictures. His picture
naming, although disturbed, was considerably better than his printed-word naming.
This comparison suggests that visual text was particularly troublesome to J.L.P.

Other comparisons confirm the suggestion that visual text was a special prob-
lem for J.L.P. For example, although he scored 60 percent in naming pictures aloud,
he was completely unable to name them correctly in writing. Visual words were
involved in this writing task, not as sample stimuli, but as products of the writing
itself. Common sense suggests that it is difficult to write meaningfully, as this task
demanded, if one cannot understand what one is writing. Proof that J.L.P. could
understand few of the printed words came from two other tests-matching picture
samples to printed words (30 percent), and matching printed-word samples to
pictures ( I 0 percent). These poor scores were clear evidence of his disturbed reading
comprehension.

J-L.P.'s poorest performances (zero to 30 percent correct) all involved visual
words. The remaining four tasks, on which he was less deficient (40 to 70 percent
correct), involved relations between auditory and visual words or did not involve
visual words at all. writing to dictation 1i0 percent) and matching printed to
dictated words (55 percent), although deficient, were less seriously disturbed than
were those same responses to pictures. The relations between printed words and
other visual stimuli wer€ more impaired than were the relations between printed
and dictated words.

Least disturbed of all were two tasks that did not involve visual words: Oral
naming of pictures (60 percent), and matching dictated words to pictures (70
percent). of the three tasks involving dictated words, matching them to pictures
was the only one that did not involve visual words at all, and J.L.p. scored highest
on this one of the three.
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3. Summarize J.L.P.'s test results.
What was the efect of brain dam-
age on J.L.P.'s behavior?

4. Wat feature do the four tasks in
which J.L.P. did best have in com-
mon? ll/hat feature do the tasks
in which he did worst have in com-
mon?

5. LYhal can jre concluCe about the
particular kinds of tact relations
that were disturbed by J.L.P.'s
brain damage? Llthat type of stim-
ulus was particularly trouble-
some to him?

6. Wich of J.L.P.'s test scores pro-
vided clear eyidence of disturbed
reading comprehension? How did
these tests involve reading?

7. How did J.L.P.'s performance on
tasks involving visual words com-
pare with those using auditory
words?

8.'lThich of J.L.P.'s tact relations
were least disturbed?
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In summary: J.L.P.'s brain damage disrupted only those tact relations that
required the use by naming or understanding of words; within the disrupted set of
tact relations, the most severely affected were those that involved visual words; less
severely affected were tact relations that involved auditory words; and least affected
were tact relations that involved no visual words at all. J.L.P's brain damage had
caused a clearly definable reading deficiency.

Write your answers to the Study Questions in the spaces provided below.
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9. Summarize the efect of LL.p.,s
brain damage upon his tact rela_
tions. How does this pattern com_
pare to R.W.'s and to that
obtained with split-brain pa_
tients?
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CHAPTER 3: REVIEW ESSAYS

Part 1: Brain and Behavior-M. Sidman

1. Name five techniques for obtaining information about the structure and function of the brains of lower animals.
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2. Define cerebral hemisphere and cortex.

3. Describe what is meant by contralateral control. Give motor and sensory examples. Cite two sources of evidence for
contralateral control.

-  - - . i . .d
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4, Define visual field, and explain how the external visual environment stimulates the brain.

5. Define aphasiaand list its behavioral characteristics. State which hemisphere is most intimately involved

What is the suPPorting evidence?

6. Define cer ebral dominance.lnwhich human behavior is it most clearly evident? In which species has cerebral dominance

been found?

7. Describe the split-brain patient.

8. Describe the experiments with split-brain patients
results? What do they tell us about hemispheric
hemisphere functions? Why (or why not)?

which used tactile and visual

functions? Are we left with a
stimuli. What were the

conclusion about right
non-word
definitive

tr
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9. Describe the matching-to-sample technique and
patient.

how it is usedto test cerebral hemisphere

99

functions in the split-brain
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10. List the four possible combinations of visual field and hand used in
could the patients perform successfully? What does this result show

the matching-to-sample experiment. Which tests
about these patients' brains?

I L What is auditory comprehension? How was it tested in the split-brain patients? What were the results and what do
they tell us about the functions of the hemispheres?

12. State how the "vocal" left hemisphere can communicate with the "silent" right hemisphere in the split-brain patient.

13. Distinguish between oral reading and reading comprehension. What is an appropriate test of reading comprehension?
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What were the results of the oral reading and reading comprehension experiments with the split-brain patients? Whatdo these results tell us about the functions of the left and the right hemispheres?

15. Summarize the functions of the right and the
prehension of verbal stimuli (including spoken

left cerebral hemispheres with respect to speech production and com-
and printed words).

P*t 2: Brain Damage and Language deficit-M. Sidman

l. Name two variables that may modulate the effectiveness of a reinforcer. Describe how brain damage can affect response-
reinforcer relations.

2. Describe a behavior chain (including the stimuli that maintain it) and draw the paradigm.
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3. State, in behavioral terms, what
achieve communication"; and (c)

is meant by saying: (a) we have "achieved communication":
language is a "social process."

(b) we have "failed to

4. Distinguish between generalized reinforcers and other types of conditioned reinforcers. What are two examples of
seneralized reinforcers?
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5. Define st imulus control.  Give some examples of defectivestimulus control fol lowing brain damage.
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6. Name the two basic classes of verbal behavior. What common English words do these two terms resemble?

7. Distinguish between mands and tacts in terms of: (a) which participant in a verbal
them; (b) their dependence on specific states of deprivation or aversive stimulation;
and (d) the kinds of reinforcers that maintain them.

interaction is l ikely to benefit from
(c) discriminative stimulus control;

re
€

€

8. Draw the paradigms for mands and tacts, and give some examples of each.

How does strengthof mands and differ?whv?
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10.Describe how the same word can function both as a mand and a tact. Give an example.

I l. Describe how brain damage can distinguish between mand and tact relations. Give an example, stating which reiation
has been disrupted and which has been left intact.

12. Define language in terms of tact relations.

I 3. List the tests that were used to analyze the disturbed tact relations of the two brain-damaged patients, R.W. and J.L.P.
State whether each of these tests measured discrimination only, or comprehension as well as discrimination.

14. Summarize the results and conclusions based on the testing of R.W. and J.L.P. Compare the performances of R.W.
and J.L.P. to each other and to the results obtained with the split-brain patients.
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CHAPTER 3: MULTIPLE'CHOICE SELF'TEST

Instructions: Answer these questions by circling your responses in the answer space provided at the end of the test.
When you have answered a// questions, check your responses against the answer key at the end of the text (page 377).

l. If a person suffers extensive damage to the visual sensory area in the left hemisphere, that person will not be able to
see objects in:
a. the left visual field.

b. the right visual f ield.

c. half of each visual field.
d. either visual f ield.

2. Aphasic patients almost always suffer paralysis of the side of the body, leading to the conclusion that the
_hemisphere is most intimately involved in language.
a. left; right
b. left; left
c. right; left
d. right; right

3. Split-brain patients can correctly orally name objects felt with the hand or viewed in the visual field.
a. left; right
b. left; left
c. right; left
d.  r ighU r ight

In one of the matching-to-sample tests with the split-brain patients, pictures of objects were projected to the left visual
field. In this case the patient:
a. correctly matched using his left hand.
b. correctly matched using his right hand.
c. correctly matched using either hand.
d. could not perform correctly.

In the split-brain patient, auditory comprehension can be mediated by:
a. the right hemisphere only.
b. the left hemisphere only.
c. both the right and the left hemispheres.
d. neither the right nor the left hemisphere.

In one of the matching-to-sample tests with split-brain patients, in which words were flashed to the patient's right
visual field. he:
a. could read the word aloud, as well as match correctly using his right hand.
b. could not read, the word aloud, but could match correctly using his right hand.
c' could read the word aloud, as well as match correctly using his left hand.
d. could not read the word aloud, but could match correctly using his left hand.

A conclusion of the research on split-brain patients would be that:
1' both hemispheres mediate speech production as well as language comprehension.
b' while the left hemisphere mediatis both speech production und l"nguuge comprehension, the right hemisphere

mediates only language comprehension.
c' while the left hemisphere mediates only speech production, the right hemisphere mediates both speech production

and language comprehension.
d' while the left hemisphere mediates only language comprehension, the right hemisphere mediates both speech

production and language comprehension.

5 .

6.

7 .
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8. Brain damage may affect drinking behavior in two quite distinct ways. In one case a person may refuse to drink no
matter how long he has gone without water. For this person, brain damage has destroyed the controlling relation
between drinking behavior and -, so that water
a. satiation; is
b. deprivation; is
c. satiation; is not
d. deprivation; is not

9. Brain damage that destroys the strength of one particular reinforcer may have little effect upon verbal behavior,
because:
a. most verbal behavior is under the control of generalized reinforcers.

b. the strength of verbal behavior does not depend on reinforcement.
c. most verbal behavior is under the control of specific reinforcers and their associated deprivations.

d. most verbal behavior is under the control of discriminative stimuli, nol reinforcers.

10. Which of the following statements about mands is false? Mands:

a. function mainly for the benefit of the speaker.
b. are controlled by states of deprivation or aversive stimulation.
c. are typically controlled by only one reinforcer.
d. are controlled by one discriminative stimulus.

I l. Suppose that you go shopping around for a used car, and bring along a friend who works part-time as an auto mechanic.
'You 

meet the salesman (whose commission is a percentage of the price of each car he sells), and he shows you a variety

of cars. Consider the statement, "This car is a great buy. Its engine is in fine shape." lf your friend makes this

statement. it is likelv to be a controlled mainly by specific
makes this statement, it is likely to be a , controlled mainly by specific
a. mand; SRs and associated deprivations/tact; SDs from the car's engine
b. mand; SDs from the car's engine/tact; SRs and associated deprivations
c. tact; SDs from the car's engine/mand; SRs and associated deprivations
d. tact; SRs and associated deprivations/mand; SDs from the car's engine

12. Suppose that a brain-damaged patient can say "Blanket, please," when he is cold, but cannot name a blanket or calls

it a "balloon" when someone points to a blanket and asks him what it is. In this case, brain damagehas destroyed the

controlling relation between the "blanket" and its usual controlling
response "blanket" undisturbed in its
a. mand; SRs/tact; SDs
b. tact; SDs/mand; SRs
c. mand; SDs/tact; SRs
d. tact; SRs/mand; SDs

relation and its usual controllins

In the testing of R.W. and J.L.P., some tests measured
Which of the following is a test of comprehension?
a. matching printed words to printed words
b. matching dictated words to pictures
c. matching dictated words to printed words
d. matching pictures to pictures

The results of R.W.'s tests show that:

onlv discrimination. while others measured

a. while he could not name verbal stimuli orally, he could understand verbal stimuli.
b. brain damage had caused a clearly definable reading deficiency.
c. while he could copy printed words and match printed words to printed words, he could nof understand them.
d. while he could repeat dictated words, he could not match dictated words to objects.

a reinforcer.

1 3 .
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15. In comparing the results of R.W.'s and J.L.P.'s tests, it is apparent that:
a. the language of both patients was affected similarly by brain damage.
b. for J.L.P. only one response category was affected, while for R.W. several tact relations were affected.
c. for R.W. only one response category was affected, while for J.L.P. several tact relations were affected.
d. R.W. had most dif iculty with auditory verbal stimuli, while J.L.P. had most diff icultv with visual verbal stimuli.

Circle your answers below'

l .  a  b  c  d

2.  a b c d

3 . a b c d
4 .  a  b  c  d
5 . a b c d
6 .  a  b  c  d
7 .  a  b  c  d
8 . a b c d
9 .  a  b  c  d

1 0 .  a  b  c  d
1 1 .  a  b  c  d
12. a b c d
1 3 .  a  b  c  d
1 4 .  a  b  c  d
1 5 .  a  b  c  d




